5-16 ACPM

ACPM is an attendant control panel with modern shape designed, the streamlined outline is not only
for better look but easily for user handling and operating, it is also can be fixed on hospital beds.
Features ：
There are 2 main purposes for ACPM
(1) ACPM3/ACPM4 for hospital bed or care bed:
 Work with CB20, control Max. 4 actuators
 Able to control 1 set of LED light
 Can be used as an additional handset
 Protection class: IP51
 Color: Gray white
 With CPR function to make bed flat and down to lowest position.
 Work with HB5XA or HB9XA[must also work with CB20(NEW) ].
 Battery power indicator.
(2).ACPM5/ACPM6 for operation table：
 Work with CB24, control Max. 6 actuators
 5 functions can be locked or unlocked individually.
 Function to lock or unlock all actuators.
 Return function for medical staff use and calibration function for installation staff use.
 3 sets of memory
 Can be used as an additional handset
 Castor lock function (only on ACPM6)
 Protection class: IP51
 Color: Gray white
 Can work with HB1XT handset
 Battery power indicator.
Options：
 Coiled cable length can be customized.
 Functions can be customized according to customer's requests. (Min. order quantity: 1000pcs,
customer designs the sticker)

ACPM Ordering Sample：
ACPM 3 - C
CABLE
L: 30CM COILED CABLE+2M STRAIGHT(7 cores) ★
C: 30CM COILED CABLE+1M STRAIGHT(7 cores)
S: 2.5M STRAIGHT（7 cores）★
NO. OF CHANNELS
3: 3 CHANNELS (Work with CB20 for I.C.U. BED)
4: 4 CHANNELS (Work with CB20 for I.C.U. BED)
5: 5 CHANNELS (Work with CB24 for operation table)
6: 6 CHANNELS (Work with CB24 for operation table)
HANDSET TYPE ACPM
The「★」signal is for special specification.
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Dimension：

Notice：
 ACPM3/ACPM4 can only work with CB20 or CB20(NEW); ACPM5/ACPM6 can only work with
CB24.
 The actuators to work with ACPM3/ACPM4 must be with JACK plug; the actuators to work with
ACPM5/ACPM6 must have hall sensor and 5pin DIN plug.
 The actuators to work with ACPM must not be with B (brake).
 For the detailed manual of ACPM3/ACPM4, please refer to the manual of CB20.
 For the detailed manual of ACPM5/ACPM6, please refer to the manual of CB24
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